June, 4th 2021 - the "Preview"
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MONUMENT FOR YELLOW SUBMARINE
CONCEPT FOR INTERESTED PERSONS
17.03.2021
INTRO
A monument((al) performance) shall be built on the spot where the discotheque Yellow Submarine once stood. It will deal with its local history and
international significance, and set itself into relations with the worldwide progressive peaceful cultural phenomenon "Disco", which started to develop from
the 1960ies and has evolved into club culture today - with uncertain future. It
will offer a touchpoint for pausing and remembering human beings that have
been excluded and driven away - as well as their destroyed art. Capitalist
optimisation through real estate owners makes us lose important community
venues and is mostly ignorant of art - a current Munich as well as global development.
HOW?
+ Since June 2020, Zeidler has been trying to find out possibilities of cooperation with several spokespersons (for Fine Arts, Pop) in the Kulturreferat,
(Cultural Department of the City of Munich). It becomes clear that this is a
time consuming endeavour - so far undertaken as pure engagement.
+ Zeidler/Martin applied - in vain - for a working grant of the Kulturreferat for
the realisation of a temporary installation at the spot in April/May 2021. The
idea was to instill a "preview" ("Vorschau") for a monument - embedded in a
week-long series of events. At the same time, it would be used to make
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known a donation platform for collecting funds for installing the monument
(via a charitable organisation still to be found oder founded).
+ The visualisations at the head and the end of this concept seek to be understood as a sketch for the "preview" and a non-binding, first inspirational idea for a permanent monument. Key points for both are:
++ Superdimensional disco ball which can be walked into - displaying
an exhibition/photo documentation for "Disco", - highlighting aspects of
local history, global, social, present and future club culture - designed by
an artist cooperative in exchange with Zeidler/Martin/Heisel
++ Seeking direct connections worldwide - in its self-understanding as
a contemporary arts monument to radiate globally - while at the same
time giving form to a local spot in Munich-Schwabing - e.g. through possibilities of interaction and of fundraising for issues and interest groups
linked to Disco history such as the puerto-rican Gay Community, antiracist groups, and many more
…++ Usability/Playability of the spot, e.g. as an Internet-Radio- or TV
station studio, broadcasting spot for music playlists communicating to
smartphones nearby via Bluetooth, and much more - also under Covidrestrictions
++ Freedom of the arts and of persons in liberal democracy
+ As investment cost in Euro for the final monument, Zeidler/Martin estimate
a low six-digits sum.
WHEN?
Through a working grant of € 8k, possibilities would have arisen for:
+ Erection of a temporary monument and realisation of a week of events,
subtitle e.g. "50 years of Yellow Submarine - a monument for hybridity" possibly announced officially as a demonstration with object
+ Starting the path towards a permanent monument
+ Suiting dates:
++ 50th anniversary: The disco was opened April 2, 1971. Possible
events should take place around mid-April to May 2021 - Covidrestrictions allowing.
++ August 26, 2022 - 50th anniversary of the Opening Ceremony of the
Olympic Games 1972. This could be good date for the monuments' inauguration. The IOC (International Olympic Comittee) used the Holiday Inn hotel
with its included disco Yellow Submarine as a pivotal hotel for stays during
preparatory works. In addition, intervox was the PR-agency for the "Arge
Olympia-Stahldach", i.e. "Consortium Olympic Steel Roof", a joint venture of
six steel construction companies for the iconic roof of the Olympic playgrounds. It invited for an international press conference in the hotel in August
1971.
AND NOW?
On Friday, June 4th 2021 a collective day-and-night happening involving a
program around the temporary installation of a living dome ball (construction
video of ball here) will be the "preview" and substitute the former plans.
WHAT?
+ Yellow Submarine Munich, opened in April 1971, was a pop culture monument - in 2011, an examination report of the Bavarian authority of the
protection of monuments (Landesamt für Denkmalpflege (attached: Stellungnahme LfD)) states "a certain significance of social history". Its architecture was
very special: Around 10 metres in diameter, it spanned via three floors.
Surrounded by 600.000 l of salt water, hosting more than 30 shark fish - it
was a bit like a submarine put vertically (hence the name in connection with
the Beatles' hit). It represented a built contemporary document of the era of
"Disco" globally, and the "Sound of Munich" and "Olympic Games 1972"
locally. The outside view showed an inconspicuous bungalow-like one storey
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extension of a 70ies hotel building, without windows, coloured in grey in its
later years - the former massive Yellow Submarine letters had been taken
down presumably in the early 1980ies.
+ Since 2011, when plans for demolition became more public, a citizens'
initiative around Max Zeidler (attached: example of signature list) campaigned
for its conservation and circulated proposals for a further cultural or more
social use - to establish dialogue with the building company and Munich City
authorities and its public. Several news articles document the rally for conservation, e.g. SZ 3./4.09.2011, SZ, 20.12.2011, Münchner Merkur
16.02.2012.
+ In March 2013, Jost Hurler GmbH demolished the buildings with permission of the City of Munich and consent of the "local district parliament", Bezirksausschuss Schwabing-Freimann (attached: SZ-Artikel 12-2011). The promise
was to build a new highly cultural quarter for Munich's and the world's new
bohème.
WHERE?
+ The old address was Leopoldstraße 200 or 194. Today, at the height of
now Leopoldstraße 202, a rounded concrete bench, bushes and a tree can be
found at the former spot. A photo of the current situation is basis of the visualisations in this document. At the spot where Yellow Submarine once stood, a
superdimensional disco ball has been added. Owner of the spot is the City of
Munich. It is part of the green space "Grünanlage Berliner Straße".

Photo Satellite View 2020 with X at Yellow Sub spot
+ About the history of the spot:
+ www.facebook.de/yellow.sub.muenchen (ca. 300 fans at the moment) including documentation of initiative activities
+ many book publications, e.g. in "Aus is' und gar is", Stankiewitz, Munich:
Allitera publishing house, 2018. "Mjunik Disco", Hecktor, Munich: Blumenbar Verlag, 2008.
+ on the web: videos, photos, media-articles, entries in English and German
wikipedias.
+ for global context: exhibition and detailed, almost encyclopedic catalogue
for "Night Fever - Designing Club Culture 1960 - today", Publisher: Vitra
Design Museum. On display in Weil am Rhein/Basel (2018), Brussels
(2019), Prato/Florence (2019), Copenhague (2020), Dundee (UK, plan-
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ned for 4/2021), Surfers Paradise (AUS, planned for 11/2022). Presented
there as the only German contribution of the beginning period of dance
clubs worldwide, besides Studio 54, NY, and Italian Radical DesignDiscos.
+ Ideas for a monument in the citizens' initiative stem from 2013, but they gain
new relevance: Jost Hurler GmbH has included into their high gloss coffee
table book "150 - 184 Schwabinger Tor" (self published, publication date
presumably 2020) the history of the adjacent Yellow Submarine and the
adjacent Schwabylon-Freizeitstadt (a very special leisure/shopping centre,
1973-1979). Steffen Warlich, Head of Communication, stated in May
2020 that several formats of remembrance are being planned (e.g. steles
for Yellow Sub and Schwabylon). Notingly on their own ground, not on the
original position.
WHY?
Memory Culture ("Erinnerungskultur") for empowerment, architecture, music,
diversity etc. - a monument for hybridity
+ The cultural significance of the disco-phenomenon is becoming clearer and
clearer. ""Discothèque", a formerly widely used word for club, is a compound word of '"disque" (music record) and "bibliothèque" (library), which
was shortened to "disco" in the 1970ies", states Jochen Eisenbrand, Chief
Curator of the Vitra Design Museum. It describes locations which developed since the 1960ies in middle- or bigger-sized cities, where persons of
diverse backgrounds would meet and dance until the early hours. Zeidler/Martin see in these places and their social ondulations a contemporary
manifestation of world wide social liberalisation trends since the 1960ies with the individual human being at the centre of interest. The essential
point of Disco is for them the feeling that the dancefloor is a democratic
place of togetherness - respecting the feelings and needs of every single
person involved. The design of its mostly interior architecture is targeted at
creating a space which is welcoming to the world, relaxing, inspiring and
liberating - realised in direct consequence of disco's cultural attitude and
strategy.
+ "At the beginning of the 1970ies party culture revived itself in a new way - fed
by the energies of the Gay, Lesbian, and Civil Rights movements, of feminism and the LSD-scene, the anti-war-protests and the New Left", writes opinion leader and scientist Tim Lawrence, Professor for Cultural Studies,
University of East London. Disco becomes the epitome of self liberation e.g. as the meeting point of Puerto Rican, homosexual persons in New
York - and in consequence unfolds itself into world wide mainstream culture until today.
+ "To succeed in dancing to disco music, […] is to express one's sexuality,
one's separateness, one's inner unity with one's own body; and in a sexually repressive WASP [white anglo-saxon-protestant]-dominated culture this is
to express defiance. I think this explains why certain kinds of people become so uncomfortable around blacks and gays on the dance floor who can
really strut their stuff. In fact, this explains the racist and homophobic reaction many people have to disco music generally", writes Adrian Piper in
1975. She is one of the first conceptual artists worldwide (* 1948, 'The Artist Formerly Known as African-American', now lives in Berlin). Her first big
exhibition in Munich, planned in the museum Haus der Kunst, was cancelled amongst the deplorable turbulences surrounding the death of its director Okwui Enwezor in 2018.
+ In Munich, the Yellow Submarine, opened in 1971, was an outstanding
example of disco as a synthetic work of arts. Zeidler assumes from today's
view, that the motive of "disco as democratic self liberation" was rather
subconscious than conscious in the team of construction mastermind Otto
Schnitzenbaumer. Without question is that the international disco phenomenon was very cleverly and competently picked up upon for commercial
leisure use.
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WHO?
+ Ideally in cooperation with the City of Munich, the project has a coordinator: Max Zeidler (*1975). Tour guide and today's Owner of the PR-Agency
intervox, now focussing on communication for Social Sustainability.
+ For the remembrance project, a project partnership has been forged with
Pascale Martin, (*1982), costume designer, working on theatre productions, with a focus on questions of liberation, gender, sustainability, and
with Benno Heisel (*1986), freelance theatre maker with a well-known
track record in Munich and around.
+ intervox was founded in 1966, by Zeidler's father also called Max (19372007), besides one other. It was assigned with the "PR" for Yellow Submarine (part of Germany's first Holiday Inn hotel 1971) as well as the
"Schwabylon", which opened in 1973 next to the hotel buildings. intervox
now maintains an archive of PR-materials like photos and texts, documentations of press clippings, business correspondence, contracts - going back
to 1966. An overview can be found in a photo essay on
www.freizeitgesellschaft.org ("Leisure Society", self published, March 2020).
+ One/several creators who install the monument - found in a selection process as fair and transparent as possible
+ Cooperation with cosmopolitans and Disco-fans from Munich and worldwide
.…QUINTESSENCE
At this local spot at Leopold Street there is a wonderful, coincidental crossing
of narratives of art, music, intercultural, emancipatory, nightlife, real estate,
local and many more histories. A monument - and its "preview" as a temporary installation with day-and-night happening - will create insight, instruction
and inspiration for engagement in a contemporary memory cultural style - not
only for knowledgeable insiders but for all people of this city and of this world.

August 2022 ??? - the perspective ???
AutorInnen. Max Zeidler, Pascale Martin Bildrechte. Carisius/Zeidler, Zeidler, Here WeGo
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